Reunion Themes

1992 Reunion Themes
1927:  The Environment
1932:  Diamond Jubilee
1937:  Sailing Along To Our 55th
1942:  Discovery
1947:  Green On The Go!
1952:  20/20 Vision
1957:  Heinz – 57 Varieties
1962:  Come As You Are
1967:  From Common Threads, Our Vibrant Tapestry
1972:  ‘72 Is Coming Through
1977:  Smith And You In ‘92
1982:  Ten Years Of … Choices, Challenges, Changes
1987:  Discover ‘87
1990:  Inside Or Out, Our Future’s So Bright, We Have To Wear Shades!

1993 Reunion Themes
1928:  We’re “Golden Years” Girls
1933:  ’33 Convertibles Need Spare Parts And Maintenance
1938:  Still Spinning Along!
1943:  ’43 Goes With The Green
1948:  1948 A Time For Reconnecting
1953:  Nothing Outlasts The Energizer Class, It Keeps Going And Going
1958:  New Directions
1963:  At Your Own Speed
1968:  The Year That Changed The World
1973:  Star Trek – The Next Generation
1978:  Happy To Be A Smithie – 1993!
1988:  Just Do It

1994 Reunion Themes
1924:  From The Roaring Twenties To The Gay Nineties
1934:  We’re Still Flying
1939:  Designer Genes
1949:  Composing Our Unfinished Score
1954:  The Times Of Our Lives
1959:  ‘59 Is Steppin’ Out
1964:  Focus ‘64
1969:  25 Years On The Charts
1974:  Our Vision Is 20/20
1979:  Take A Break
1984:  Top Ten Reasons…
1992:  The Ins/Outs Of The Class Of 1992
1995 Reunion Themes
1935: N/A
1940: 55 – Alive!
1945: Sunflower/Standing Tall
1950: ’50 Measurer Up!
1955: On The Go! (To New Adventures…)
1960: Stellar Connections
1965: Best Sellers
1970: Soaring 70s
1975: Latitudes
1980: Generation Xv (Come Back)

1996 Reunion Themes
1936: Going Strong At 60!
1941: N/A
1946: Has Many Doors
1951: Look We’ve Come Through!
1956: Flowers Of ’56
1961: Sailing Ahead
1966: 30 Years Of Change And Choices
1971: Celebrate!
1976: Our Spirit Endures
1986: Our Times, Our Places
1991: Return To Paradise
1994: Keep The Tradition Alive…

1997 Reunion Themes
1942: Still Making A Difference
1947: As Time Goes By, “You Must Remember This”
1952: ’52 Reshuffles
1957: Heinze ’57 Varieties
1962: Whatever Works
1967: From Common Threads, Our Vibrant Tapestry
1972: Here Comes The Sun
1977: Anything Is Still Possible

1998 Reunion Themes
1958: Marching To The Millenium
1963: Still On Key
1983: Must See ’83

1999 Reunion Themes
1949: Classics We Were Bound To Be.
1954: It All Adds Up!
1959: We’re Movin’ Out And Seein’ Fine
1969: Nothing Exceeds Like Excess!
1984: The Class Formerly Known As 1984
1994: 5 Years Younger
2000 Reunion Themes
1950: A Half Century Of Class Acts (Circus)
1955: Seize The Day
1965: W.O.W.
1970: We Are Striking.

2001 Reunion Themes
1936: It’s Never Too Late To Celebrate!
1951: We’ve Been Tempted
1956: Life Is A Safari
1961: Charting Change

2002 Reunion Themes
1952: “The Big Deal”
1957: ’57 Varieties
1967: Uncommon Women

2003 Reunion Themes
1943: We’re ’43 And Living Proof In Paradise Pond, There’s A Fountain Of Youth
1948: Ride The Blue Wave
1953: Go For The Gold
1958: Www.Womenworldwide.Ws
1963: It’s So Easy Being Green
1968: What’s Next
1973: Opus ’93 Still Crazy After All These Years
1978: Up Up And Away!
1993: Old Friends, New Beginnings
1998: A Legend Of Our Own
2001: 2001 – One More Time (We’re Gonna Celebrate)

2004 Reunion Themes
1944: Thanks For The Memories
1949: ’49 Is Still Digging
1954: A License To Celebrate
1959: ’59 Online...Keeping Connected
1964: The Ties Of Bind
1969: This Is About Us
1974: Phoenix Rising
1979: Ordinary Women, Extraordinary Lives
1984: Raising Twentieth Reunion
1989: Travel
2002: Smith & The City
2005 Reunion Themes
1940: Keep On Truckin’
1945: Been There, Done That
1950: Energy
1955: Still Riding High
1960: Creative Spirits
1965: Forte @ Forty
1970: The Wizard Of Oz
1975: Staying On Top
1980: Highway To Paradise
1990: Three-Ring Circus
1995: Thirtysomething
2000: On The Banks Of Paradise
2003: Homecoming

2006 Reunion Themes
1941: Once A Smith Girl, Always A Smith Girl
1951: 55 – We’re Up To Speed
1956: Wonder Woman
1961: Lassies With Classy Chassis
1966: We’ve Only Just Begun

2007 Reunion Themes
1952: The Grand Slam
1957: Women Of Note
1962: These Are The Go – Go Years!
1972: Smith ’72 In Action
1977: 30 Reunion Years Is The New 20
1982: Café 825
1992: Sometime Is Now!
2002: Smith In Bloom

2008 Reunion Themes
1948: Rx For ’48 Rxunion Rxefill
1953: On The Go – Not So Slow
1958: Celebrating Our Journeys 2008
1963: Are We There Yet?
1968: From The 60’s To Our 60’s
1973: Our Lives: A Tapestry
1978: A Century Of Women Still On Top
1988: Return, Reflect, Reunion
1993: Reconnect, Rejuvenate, Recharge
1998: Come As You Are
2009 Reunion Themes
1944: Thanks For The Memories
1949: Les Grandes Dames
1954: Books And The Library
1959: Green: Imagine The Possibilities
1964: Real To Reel To Real
1969: Breaking The Rules—Celebrating 60’s
1974: We’re Back To The Future
1984: Rock The House
1989: 1989 Smith College (Logo)
1994: Groove Is In The Heart
2004: Muppets: “Moving Right Along”

2010 Reunion Themes
1945: Standing Tall
1950: Belles And Whistles
1955: ‘55’s 55th
1960: ‘60@50
1965: Perennials
1970: Celebrating The 60’s
1975: Smith College ’75: Where The Class Is Always Greener
1980: Changes
1995: We’re Green

2011 Reunion Themes
1951: Diamond Jubilee
1956: Hardy Perrenials
1961: Gold, Green, Global (Sustainability)
1966: The Many Routes Of Smith 66 (Route 66)
1976: Reconnections, Renewal, Rediscovery
1981: Renew, Revive, Reunite
1986: It’s A Celebration
1991: Smith 2.0
2001: Say Goodbye To Our Roaring 20’s

2012 Reunion Themes
1952: Our Best Deal
1957: Forging Ahead
1962: Reflect, Relive, Rejoice
1967: N/A
1972: Reminisce, Reconnect, Redefine
1977: Sustainability
1982: Books
1987: Back To The Future
1992: Lessons Learned
1997: Smith Retreat: Reconnect, Inspire, Rejuvenate
2002: Top Ten
2007: Easy Being Green